Ike Drops Stars in Final Bout For Nomination

General Leads in Early South Dakota Returns

By the Associated Press

Dignitaries crowded into the Concordia Coliseum in St. Paul, Minn., yesterday to hear the announcement of the Democratic presidential nomination.

Over 200 Attend Session

Progressive Concert Proves Successful

By WELDON CHAPMAN

Who said progressive music was dead? In the Cliff Dwellers' concert presented in the Union Ballroom last night, it was very much alive. Over 300 progressive people watched 17 men and a girl perform a delightful Progressive program.

The concert was an interlude in the dance. The setting of the stage was the same as for the dance. The program was designed to appeal to a large number of people and to introduce the group. The original group was designed to appeal to a large number of people and to introduce the group.

Steel Leaders Meet as Mills Remain Idle

PITTSBURGH UP. A possible move was made for the first time in wages and hours last night in the Steel Mills. A possible move was made for the first time in wages and hours last night in the Steel Mills. A possible move was made for the first time in wages and hours last night in the Steel Mills. A possible move was made for the first time in wages and hours last night in the Steel Mills. A possible move was made for the first time in wages and hours last night in the Steel Mills. A possible move was made for the first time in wages and hours last night in the Steel Mills. A possible move was made for the first time in wages and hours last night in the Steel Mills.

Steel leaders met in the Steel Mills last night to discuss the situation. The leaders were scheduled to meet again today. The meeting was called by the Steel Mills, and was attended by the United States Steel Corporation, the Steel Mills, and the Steel Mills.

How to Beat

There are a possible solution for the problem of inflation and to prevent the previous inflation. There are a possible solution for the problem of inflation and to prevent the previous inflation. There are a possible solution for the problem of inflation and to prevent the previous inflation. There are a possible solution for the problem of inflation and to prevent the previous inflation. There are a possible solution for the problem of inflation and to prevent the previous inflation. There are a possible solution for the problem of inflation and to prevent the previous inflation. There are a possible solution for the problem of inflation and to prevent the previous inflation.

200 Students To Sign Up for Field Work

The Student Council will sign up 200 students to work on a field project. The project is to be completed by the end of the year. The project is to be completed by the end of the year. The project is to be completed by the end of the year. The project is to be completed by the end of the year.

Collectors Use "On The Scene" in Finnish Auction

The Quimper of "On The Scene in Finnish" is to be auctioned as a part of the Finnish art. The Quimper of "On The Scene in Finnish" is to be auctioned as a part of the Finnish art. The Quimper of "On The Scene in Finnish" is to be auctioned as a part of the Finnish art. The Quimper of "On The Scene in Finnish" is to be auctioned as a part of the Finnish art.

The deny will be held at the Finnish art auction at 10 a.m. tomorrow. The deny will be held at the Finnish art auction at 10 a.m. tomorrow. The deny will be held at the Finnish art auction at 10 a.m. tomorrow. The deny will be held at the Finnish art auction at 10 a.m. tomorrow.

Jew Answered

City Council Turns Down Greek Party

Manager Given Land Purchase OK

Beta Theta Pi and Phi Kappa Psi, two of the largest greek parties at Michigan State College, have been turned down by the Michigan State Council of Student Government. The Michigan State Council of Student Government has turned down the request of Beta Theta Pi and Phi Kappa Psi for permission to hold their annual Greek party in the East Lansing city council hall. The Michigan State Council of Student Government has turned down the request of Beta Theta Pi and Phi Kappa Psi for permission to hold their annual Greek party in the East Lansing city council hall.

Cost of Protection Too Much for Show

Prohibitive insurance rates prevented the Water Carnival Committee from issuing tickets for the Water Carnival. The committee met last night and decided to cancel the show.

Congress Set to Study Plans For Fall Term

The Student Council will consider the plans for the fall term. The Student Council will consider the plans for the fall term. The Student Council will consider the plans for the fall term. The Student Council will consider the plans for the fall term. The Student Council will consider the plans for the fall term. The Student Council will consider the plans for the fall term. The Student Council will consider the plans for the fall term. The Student Council will consider the plans for the fall term.

Services Planned for MSC Freshman in Battle Creek

George H. (Jim) Dallin, Director of Youth Work of the Battle Creek YMCA, will be the guest speaker at a meeting of the Student Council at 11 a.m. tomorrow. George H. (Jim) Dallin, Director of Youth Work of the Battle Creek YMCA, will be the guest speaker at a meeting of the Student Council at 11 a.m. tomorrow. George H. (Jim) Dallin, Director of Youth Work of the Battle Creek YMCA, will be the guest speaker at a meeting of the Student Council at 11 a.m. tomorrow. George H. (Jim) Dallin, Director of Youth Work of the Battle Creek YMCA, will be the guest speaker at a meeting of the Student Council at 11 a.m. tomorrow. George H. (Jim) Dallin, Director of Youth Work of the Battle Creek YMCA, will be the guest speaker at a meeting of the Student Council at 11 a.m. tomorrow. George H. (Jim) Dallin, Director of Youth Work of the Battle Creek YMCA, will be the guest speaker at a meeting of the Student Council at 11 a.m. tomorrow. George H. (Jim) Dallin, Director of Youth Work of the Battle Creek YMCA, will be the guest speaker at a meeting of the Student Council at 11 a.m. tomorrow.

Union Board Sets New Date for Ball

The annual All-State Band Ball will be held on Friday, October 12. The annual All-State Band Ball will be held on Friday, October 12. The annual All-State Band Ball will be held on Friday, October 12. The annual All-State Band Ball will be held on Friday, October 12. The annual All-State Band Ball will be held on Friday, October 12. The annual All-State Band Ball will be held on Friday, October 12. The annual All-State Band Ball will be held on Friday, October 12.
The German Treaties — A Test

The signing of two documents making West Germany an independent partner in European defense is a big step in the direction of international cooperation. But ratification will show the validity of effective efforts to unify the West against Communism have been.

The two treaties, the Western Allied Agreement and the European Defense Community Agreement, would bind Germany and her traditional allies, France, in their first military alliance. The agreements advance Britain's frontier, just the Berlin and other points.

Most important of all to Americans, the treaties involve a permanent U.S. defense commitment separate from NATO.

U.S. diplomacy has a turn toward internationalism since the Atlantic Charter, U.S. membership, setting up of NATO, the Marshall Plan, and the Korean police action. Such far-reaching commitments on the part of our government are disconcerting to many nations, but seem to reflect a realistic attitude toward the world situation.

If the United States is to hold her own against Communism, such commitments as the German treaties are vitally necessary.

Two documents signed last Monday and Tuesday commit a major commitment, special agreements and declara-

The Contractual Agreement is a peace treaty between U.S., France, and Britain which ends the occupation and abolishes the Allied High Commission. However, an aid to German security, the Allies agree to keep troops stationed there as a defense force. The West Germans also agree to raise troops for the European Defense Community.

Second agreement for the Defense Community provides for the creation of NATO's defense and, establishes a pool of armed forces from West Germany, France, Italy, Belgium and Luxemburg, which will be at the NATO command's disposal.
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because the treaties have been signed does not mean that they will be accepted by the nations involved. The U.S. Senate will probably act before it assumes for reception publishing. In other nations, ratification difficulties may arise because of pressure from the Communists.

Even German ratification is not a positive conclusion. Soviet pressure on the East German concentration on the desire of the Germans to be a united nation. The left, including German Socialists, argue that the treaties are a symbol of Germany divided. Signing the contract will antagonize the Russians and make the division of Germany and Berlin permanent. Another rising fear is that because of the new agreements, Germany might well become another Korea.

In any event last week may diminish the firm stand by the Allies. However, Communist propaganda may affect ratification outside Germany as well as it.

British charges alleged the Allies declare that the U.S. does not want a peace treaty, or the unification of Germany, and that the Adenauer government would press for a new war to recover lost territories if such a treaty were signed. Communists urge that the French, British and Americans meet with Russia to frame a treaty to unite Germany.

Such Communist demands are aimed at Soviet objectives and are being turned down for now. All agreed that a mistrustful atmosphere.

The West Germans will do to present advantage is stormy. Probably the decisions have only begun. The great question of joint, non-aggressive American-British adherence seems to be involved in the battle for ratification. The country and forces of that kind of national agreement or conflict will be the question to the question. A refusal would make the stakes higher than for American prestige.
Tigers Swing Nine-Man Trade; Send Kell, Evers, Trout to Bosox

Detroit Gets Dropo, Lenhardt

Deal To Add Batting Power

5/4/62

The present-exchanging Boston Red Sox who later that Tuesday added nine players plus $100,000 to trade out of their lineup was at the top of the box for the American League leaders. And with a slight flourish, the Sox business manager, George Storer, announced the trade of two players and $100,000 to the Detroit Tigers.

Angelo G. diBiasio
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Six Panty Raid Hearings Left For Judiciary

The MSU Law School held its first three of a series of three hearings in the much-discussed "Panty Raid" incident. The hearings were held in the Attorney General's office.

The hearings were held in the Attorney General's office.

Grand River Construction Set to Begin

Utility changes are nearly completed and road construction is scheduled to begin on Grand River Ave. in mid-June. The project, which will connect Ross and Kozy, is estimated to cost $1.5 million.

Williams Night Ends Studio Theater Term

By VICKY CONWAY

The MSU Law School held its first three of a series of three hearings in the much-discussed "Panty Raid" incident. The hearings were held in the Attorney General's office.

A total of 60 students were scheduled to come up before the Judicial Committee. During the period of the current hearings, more than 100,000 students were involved in the road changes, mostly due to the traffic congestion.

ATTENTION DIONYSIANS

Election Meeting TODAY

7:15 TOWER ROOM

MAGICAL MIRACLE

Nylon

See our wonderful collection of tailored nylon in 1140 and MUNS sizes

8.95 to 10.95

Your pass to a carefree summer...

Gentleman's

Special Purchase of Famous Name

nylon tricot

• slips
• gowns
• half-slips

• Grand graduation or bridesmaid gift
• Wide variety of styles, mostly white
• Save more that you spend on many
• No ironing...dresses in a wink

Values to $39.80 $2.66
Now Only 3

Tiny imperfections (that you'll never notice) mean a lucky purchase for you and real savings for us. Fine nylon tricot. Some choose from a large selection of lovely lace and trim tailored for you.

Slips...top quality, 14 count, all sizes. net or less 10.50. Sizes to 46.50 now.

Gowns...glamorous beauties that are so easy to launder. All sizes. Values to $59.95 now.

Half-slips...sizes in

$3.66

Gentleman's items available with special purchase and customers in store can choose from a wide variety of styles and colors.

East Lansing